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of the treaty”. A contrary suggestion was made at Vienna by the delegation of Czechoslovakia:
“in force at the time of application of the treaty”. The article as adopted has put aside both
these opposing time-references. The reason is that this is a question which must remain open
and depends on whether the parties intended to incorporate in the treaty some legal concepts
with a meaning that would remain unchanged, or intended to leave certain terms as elastic
and open-ended, subject to change and susceptible of receiving the meaning they might
acquire in the subsequent development of the law. There are terms which must be understood
according to the legal concepts prevailing at the time of conclusion of the treaty: for instance,
a treaty conferring on another State rights in the territorial sea must be interpreted in the light
of the concept of the territorial sea in force at the time of concluding the treaty and not as
incorporating the wider notion this term has subsequently acquired. On the other hand, and
perhaps more exceptionally, there are terms in a treaty obviously inviting an interpretation
in harmony with the conditions and opinions prevailing from time to time.

The International Court of Justice found in its Advisory Opinion on the question of
Namibia that this had occurred with the terms “sacred trust”, “strenuous conditions of the
modern world” and “well-being and development” of dependent peoples. The Court stated
in this respect: [here follows the passage from the ICJ advisory opinion already found in the
quotation of Sinclair].91

Nevertheless, considering the way authors express themselves, I cannot
see how the literature alone could possibly be advanced as sufficient support
for the conclusion here suggested. The literature simply lacks the precision
that such support would require. First, it is my judgment that the decisive
criterion for using the “relevant rules of international law” is the type of
referring expression interpreted. The question is whether or not the thing
interpreted is a generic referring expression with a referent assumed by
the parties to the treaty to be alterable. According to several authors, the
only decisive criterion is the intentions of the parties, which indeed
remains a very vague criterion.92 Second, it is my judgment that appliers
can interpret a treaty using “relevant international rules of law” without
having to distinguish between the different varieties of a language.93 If
someone asks whether the meaning of the expression “applicable” shall be
determined based on the law applicable at the time of interpretation, or
whether it shall be determined based on the law applicable at the time when
the treaty was concluded, then the answer will not differ merely because
the word interpreted belongs to a certain linguistic variety (e.g. everyday
language, the language of ecology, the language of shipping, banking and
finance language, the language of law, etcetera). It seems that according to
some authors the temporal variation of law is simply a problem that arises
in connection with the interpretation of terms belonging to the language
of law.94 Hence, all things considered, I cannot conclude my argument at
this early stage and expect the reader to accept my assertions as credible.
I must present the additional reasons I believe can be used to support my
conclusion. This is the purpose of Section 5.
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5 THE MEANING OF SUBPARAGRAPH (C): “APPLICABLE”

Based on what I have asserted, the issue of variations in law over time is to
be resolved in the very same manner as that we used earlier to resolve the
issue of temporal variation in language.

If it can be shown, that the thing interpreted is a generic referring
expression with a referent assumed by the parties to be alterable,
then the decisive factor for determining the meaning of the “relevant
rules of international law” shall be the law applicable at the time of
interpretation. In all other cases, the decisive factor shall be the law
applicable at the time when the interpreted treaty was concluded.95

Several arguments support this conclusion.
A first argument is the object and purpose of the interpreted treaty.

Clearly, a certain level of agreement exists between the object and purpose
conferred on the provisions of VCLT article 31 § 1 that governs the use
of conventional language, and the object and purpose conferred on the
provisions of article 31 § 3(c). One of the intentions underlying article 31
§ 1 is that appliers should be able to take into consideration the language
of international law. By “the ordinary meaning” of the terms of a treaty we
must understand the meaning ascribed to these terms not only in everyday
language, but also in the language of law.96 The easy way to determine the
language of international law is to consult some sort of lexicon or dictionary.
However, things are not always that simple – in some cases, lexicons and
dictionaries are simply not of help. To determine the conventions of language
in such cases, actual utterances must be examined.97 Of course, particularly
important utterances are those that can be found in international treaties. It
seems a fair assumption that all this was common knowledge for the parties
to the Vienna Convention. Accordingly, just like VCLT article 31 § 3(c),
the provision that governs the use of conventional language would seem to
rely on the existence of written agreements. On such premises, it stands to
reason that both provisions apply according to the same principles.

My second argument amounts to an interpretation of the literature. In
the literature, the different issues of how language and law vary over time
are often addressed conjointly.98 On occasion, the issues are treated without
any real indication given that they are actually two separate issues, and not
just one.99 However, even if authors tend to cause confusion about the issue
of temporal variation of international law, it nevertheless seems they give
us clear information on one point: the issue of variation in law should be
addressed using an approach similar to that used in addressing the issue of
variation in language. This position appears particularly in the writings of
Elias, Sinclair and Jiménez de Aréchaga. In the texts of all three authors, we
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find a short excerpt from the ICJ advisory opinion in the Namibia case.100

However, if we examine the excerpt more closely, we see that the primary
issue dealt with by the court is not the use of “relevant international rules
of law”, but rather the use of conventional language.101 Thus, it seems we
have two options. Either we assert about the authors that they are guilty of
a pure misunderstanding, which is not a very appealing option considering
the fact that Elias, Sinclair and Jiménez de Aréchaga are such recognised
authorities. Or, we assume that when the three authors cite the opinion of the
Hague Court, this is not in order to provide direct support for the conclusion
they draw, but merely as part of a reasoning ex analogia. Clearly, the latter
option seems the most acceptable.

My third argument is the practice of international courts and tribunals after
1969. As an answer to the question addressed in Section 4 of this chapter,
a norm was articulated. This norm appears to be the one generally applied
in international courts and tribunals. I have particularly two examples of this.102

My first example is the judgment of the International Court of Justice
in the case of Gabčíkovo -Nagymaros Project.103 In September 1977,
Hungary and the former Czechoslovakia had concluded a treaty regarding
the construction and operation of a joint investment project in the Danube
River.104 Two important purposes of the project were to produce hydro-
electric power and improve conditions for navigation on the river. The costs
would be divided equally between the parties, who would also – once the
project came to completion – benefit in equal measure from the power
produced. The treaty addressed many issues, including the construction
of two series of locks: one upstream at Gabčíkovo, in Czechoslovakian
territory; and one downstream at Nagymaros, in Hungarian territory. In
addition to guidelines for the construction project as such, the agreement
contained provisions concerning the preservation of water quality and the
protection of fishery and natural resources. I cite from articles 15, 19 and 20:

Article 15. Protection of Water Quality
1. The Contracting Parties shall ensure, by the means specified in the joint contractual

plan, that the quality of the water in the Danube is not impaired as a result of the construction
and operation of the System of Locks.

Article 19. Protection of Nature
The Contracting Parties shall, through the means specified in the joint contractual plan,

ensure compliance with the obligations for the protection of nature arising in connection
with the construction and operation of the System of Locks.

Article 20. Fishing Interests
The Contracting Parties, within the framework of national investment, shall take appro-

priate measures for the protection of fishing interests in conformity with the Danube Fishing
Agreement, concluded at Bucharest on 29 January 1958.
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According to the agreement, all the technical details of the project would be
specified in a separate instrument – designated by the parties as “the Joint
Contractual Plan” – which could later be updated as the parties saw fit.105

By 1989, construction in Czechoslovakian Gabčíkovo had advanced
well, while in Hungarian Nagymaros construction was still in a prelim-
inary phase. On the heels of political upheaval and a drastically changed
economic situation, public opinion in Hungary had turned to scepticism
toward the project, based partly on ecological reasons. In October 1989,
the Hungarian Government decided to permanently abandon the works at
Nagymaros. Czechoslovakia protested, and the parties began negotiations
towards an agreed modification of the project. However, no agreement was
ever reached. In November 1991, Czechoslovakia unilaterally commenced
construction of what it called the provisional solution. In May 1992
the Hungarian government sent a Note Verbale to its Czechoslovakian
counterpart, allegedly terminating the 1977 treaty. One year later, in April
1993, Hungary and Slovakia – the latter as acknowledged successor to the
rights and obligations of Czechoslovakia – mutually decided to file an appli-
cation with the International Court of Justice for a final decision on the
matter.

One of the issues to be dealt with by the ICJ was the effect of Hungary’s
1992 note. In its pleadings, Hungary had presented five arguments, which
she asserted gave her cause for terminating the 1977 treaty. According to one
argument, application of the treaty was precluded because of new require-
ments in international environmental law. This argument did not convince
the Court. In the law of treaties, only two rules would make the more
recent requirements of international environmental law grounds for termi-
nation, given the circumstances of the case: the ones expressed in articles
62 and 64 of the VCLT, concerning the effect of a fundamental change of
circumstances, and the development of new jus cogens, respectively. The
former rule, the Court observes, is quite obviously inapplicable. In order for
a fundamental change of circumstances to give a state legitimate cause to
withdraw from a treaty, the change must have been completely unforeseen
by Hungary and Czechoslovakia, when in 1977 they concluded the treaty.
Such was not the case with regard to the developments in international
environmental law.

What is more, the formulation of Articles 15, 19 and 20, designed to accommodate change,
made it possible for the parties to take account of such developments and to apply them
when implementing those treaty provisions.106

The second rule assumes the existence of a new peremptory norm of
international law.
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Neither of the Parties [has however] contended that new peremptory norms of environmental
law had emerged since the conclusion of the 1977 Treaty, and the Court will consequently
not be required to examine the scope of Article 64 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties.107

This observation, the court concludes – obviously intent on developing to
some degree the issue touched upon in the passage above – must not be
taken to mean that the new norms of international environmental law have
no relevance at all.

[T]he Court wishes to point out that newly developed norms of environmental law are
relevant for the implementation of the Treaty and that the Parties could, by agreement,
incorporate them through the application of Articles 15, 19 and 20 of the Treaty. These
articles do not contain specific obligations of performance but require the parties, in carrying
out their obligations to ensure that the quality of water in the Danube is not impaired and
that nature is protected, to take new environmental norms into consideration when agreeing
upon the means to be specified in the Joint Contractual Plan.

By inserting these evolving provisions in the Treaty, the parties recognized the potential
necessity to adapt the Project. Consequently, the Treaty in not static, and is open to adapt to
emerging norms of international law. By means of Articles 15 and 19, new environmental
norms can be incorporated in the Joint Contractual Plan.108

What the court says is clearly topical for the interpretation of treaties as well:
article 15 requires that the parties, in drafting the Joint Contractual Plan,
consider the rules of international environmental law originating after 1977.
The reason to pay this statement specific attention is that the requirement
noticed by the Court is not something, which can be drawn expressly from
the treaty as such. In article 15, the only thing stated is that the parties
shall ensure that the water quality in the Danube River does not deteri-
orate. If the Court reaches the conclusion that international environmental
laws must be taken into consideration, then this is on the basis of reasons
other than the mere text of the article. The true reason lies in the rules of
interpretation applied by the Court. Apparently, the Court takes for granted
that the 1977 treaty can be interpreted using “relevant rules of interna-
tional law”. In my judgment, the use of “relevant rules of international
law” can be described along the lines of the following rule of interpre-
tation:

If it can be shown that the interpretation of a treaty provision in accor-
dance with interpretation rule no. 1 leads to conflicting results, and that
a relevant rule of international law exists, which is applicable in the
relations between the parties, and – considered in light of the provision
interpreted – in one of two possible ordinary meanings involves a
logical contradiction, while in the other it does not, then the latter
meaning shall be adopted.109
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Hence, for the interpretation of article 15, the “relevant rules of international
law” would – according to the Court – be considered a reference to the law
applicable at the time of interpretation. The question remains how the Court
can justify such an opinion.

The thing interpreted is the expression “[t]he Contracting Parties ensure ...
that the quality of the water in the Danube is not impaired”. According
to conventional language, this is either a singular referring or a generic
referring expression.110 It can be used to refer either to a single occasion,
on which the parties ensure the water quality in the Danube River. Or it
may be used to refer to a more extended state-of-affairs, whose existence
in time has not been determined. Clearly, the thing interpreted is a generic
referring expression. A generic referring expression, in turn, can be used
in two different ways. It can be used to refer to a referent – in this case a
specific state-of-affairs – assumed by the utterer to be unalterable. It can
also be used to refer to a referent, which the utterer assumes will alter.
The observation made by the Court is that article 15 has been designed to
accommodate change; that the provisions expressed are evolving; that the
parties recognised the necessity of adapting the project (to better correspond
to changing circumstances); and that, therefore, the content of the treaty
is not static. Arguably, this is tantamount to saying that the expression
interpreted is a generic referring expression with a referent assumed by the
parties to be alterable.

My second example is the ICJ advisory opinion in the Namibia case.111

The facts of this case have already been stated,112 and I will not engage in
unnecessary repetition. As we know, the dispute involved the purpose of the
so-called C-mandates. According to South Africa, a C-mandate was more or
less tantamount to an annexation, and it maintained that this was evident in
the various statements reported in the preparatory work to the Covenant of
the League of Nations. For the International Court of Justice, a C-mandate
was something else. Under article 22 § 1 of the League Covenant, South
Africa, as a mandatory over South-West Africa, had assumed as “a sacred
trust” to provide for the “well-being and development” of the South-West
African population. Article 22 § 1 provides:

To those colonies and territories which as a consequence of the late war has ceased to be
under the sovereignty of the States which formerly governed them and which are inhabited
by peoples not yet able to stand by themselves under the strenuous conditions of the modern
world, there should be applied the principle that the well-being and development of such
peoples form a sacred trust of civilisation and that securities for the performance of this trust
should be embodied in this Covenant.113
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In order to live up to this commitment, the court observed, South Africa
must act, not for the annexation of the mandate territory, but instead for its
independence and self-determination:

[T]he subsequent development of international law in regard to non-self governing territories,
as enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations, made the principle of self-determination
applicable to all of them. The concept of the sacred trust was confirmed and expanded
to all “territories whose peoples have not yet attained a full measure of self-government”
(Art. 73). Thus it clearly embraced territories under a colonial régime. Obviously, the sacred
trust continued to apply to League of Nations mandated territories on which an international
status had been conferred earlier. A further important stage in this development was the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960), which embraced all peoples and
territories which “have not yet attained independence”. Nor is it possible to leave out of
account the political history of mandated territories in general. All those which did not acquire
independence, excluding Namibia, were placed under trusteeship. Today, only two out of
fifteen, excluding Namibia, remain under United Nations tutelage. This is but a manifestation
of the general development which has led to the birth of so many new States.

53. All these considerations are germane to the Court’s evaluation of the present case.
Mindful as it is of the primary necessity of interpreting an instrument in accordance with the
intentions of the parties at the time of its conclusion, the Court is bound to take into account
the fact that the concepts embodied in Article 22 of the Covenant – “the strenuous conditions
of the modern world” and “the well-being and development” of the peoples concerned –
were not static, but were by definition evolutionary, as also, therefore, was the concept
of the “sacred trust”. The parties to the Covenant must consequently be deemed to have
accepted them as such. That is why, viewing the institutions of 1919, the Court must take
into consideration the changes which have occurred in the supervening half-century, and its
interpretation cannot remain unaffected by the subsequent development of law, through the
Charter of the United Nations and by way of customary law. Moreover, an international
instrument has to be interpreted and applied within the framework of the entire legal system
prevailing at the time of interpretation. In the domain to which the present proceedings
relate, the last fifty years, as indicated above, have brought important developments. These
developments leave little doubt that the ultimate objective of the sacred trust was the self-
determination and independence of the peoples concerned. In this domain, as elsewhere, the
corpus iuris gentium has been considerably enriched, and this the Court, if it is faithfully to
discharge its functions, may not ignore.114

The thing interpreted by the Court is the expression “a sacred trust”. The
conclusion is that, in reading this expression, particular regard must be
paid to the development brought about in international law since 1919,
the year the Covenant was concluded. We shall note that the Court itself
does not expressly mention the means of interpretation it exploits. As I
stated earlier, my understanding of the Court is as follows: the means of
interpretation used are first conventional language – more specifically, the
language expressed in article 73 of the Charter of the United Nations, and
in the “Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples” – and then, at the end of § 53 (in the passage beginning with
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“Moreover”), the “relevant rules of international law”. Consequently, for
the interpretation of the expression “a sacred trust”, the “relevant rules of
international law” would, according to the Court, be considered a reference
to the law applicable at the time of interpretation. The decisive question is
what the Court thinks might justify such a finding.

Let me remind the reader how the Court explained its finding that the
ordinary meaning of “a sacred trust” should be determined based on the
language conventions adhered to at the time of interpretation.115 The Court
says, first of all, that it is aware that the ultimate purpose of all treaty inter-
pretation is to determine the utterance meaning of the interpreted treaty;
second, that the terms used in the League Covenant, according to the
language adhered to in 1919, represented something evolutionary; and third,
that therefore it must be assumed that the parties to the Covenant, too, used
the terms in this manner.

Mindful as it is of the primary necessity of interpreting an instrument in accordance with the
intentions of the parties at the time of its conclusion, the Court is bound to take into account
the fact that the concepts embodied in Article 22 of the Covenant – “the strenuous conditions
of the modern world” and “the well-being and development” of the peoples concerned –
were not static, but were by definition evolutionary, as also, therefore, was the concept of the
“sacred trust”. The parties to the Covenant must consequently be deemed to have accepted
them as such.116

As we observed earlier, this is tantamount to saying that the expressions
in question are generic referring expressions with referents assumed to be
alterable.117 It is my understanding of the Court that, in fact, this explanation
pertains not only to the use of conventional language, but also to the use of
“relevant rules of international law”.

As a consequence of this understanding, what I need to explain is the
following passage:

Moreover, an international instrument has to be interpreted and applied within the framework
of the entire legal system prevailing at the time of interpretation.118

Treaties shall be interpreted with consideration only for those rules of law
that are applicable at the time of interpretation – this is what the court
literally says, which cannot possibly be what it intended to say. First of
all, the utterance would be clearly incompatible with international law as
it currently stands. The dominant opinion in the modern literature is that
an applier – depending upon the circumstances – has the possibility of
taking into consideration not only the law applicable at the time when the
interpreted treaty was concluded, but also the law applicable at the time
of interpretation.119 Second, the expression would be clearly incompatible
with the overall point made by the Court. If the Court were of the opinion
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that treaties should be interpreted with consideration only for those rules
of law that are applicable at the moment of interpretation, then there is no
reasonable explanation why the Court so strongly emphasises the devel-
opment of law as such.

In the domain to which the present proceedings relate, the last fifty years … have brought
important developments - - - [T]his the Court, if it is faithfully to discharge its functions,
may not ignore.120

Considering the context, the more probable interpretation is that the Court
merely wants to call our attention to the prevailing legal state-of-affairs.
The Court wishes to remind us that in contrast with the earlier doctrine,
according to current international law, appliers have the possibility of not
only using those rules of law that were once applicable at the conclusion of
the interpreted treaty, but also those rules that are applicable at the time of
interpretation.

6 THE CONTEXTUAL ELEMENTS PUT TO USE

What communicative standard or standards shall the parties to a treaty be
assumed to have followed, when an applier interprets the treaty using the
three classes of phenomena provided in VCLT article 31 § 3? With regard
to the use of context, there is reason to repeat part of what we have already
noted. In Chapter 4, we observed that in the legal literature, the act of inter-
pretation using context is often termed as systematic interpretation.121

When an applier uses the context – this is the assumption – the interpreted
treaty provision and the context together form some kind of larger whole, a
system. I also noted about the system assumed in the legal literature that it
is not a uniform concept.122 The term systematic interpretation is used
to refer to not one type of system but two, depending on whether authors
envision the interpreted treaty provision and its context as the body of text
constituted by the text and its context, or the set of norms expressed. In
the former case, Systematic interpretation is based on the existence a
system of a linguistic character; in the latter case it is based on the existence
of a system in the logical sense. Based on these observations, I then put into
words the five communicative standards assumed by appliers when they
interpret a provision using “the text” of the treaty interpreted; these standards
have been designated with the letters A to E.123 The standards are of two
types. Standards A, C and D govern the linguistic relationship assumed to
hold between the expressions used for an interpreted treaty provision and
the expressions used for the context. Standards B and E govern the logical
relationship that shall be assumed to hold between the norm content of an
interpreted treaty provision and the norms comprised by the context.
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As we observed in Chapter 5, partly different communicative standards
are to be assumed by appliers, when they use the contextual elements
described in VCLT article 31 § 2(a) and (b), compared to when they use
“the text” of a treaty. When using the contextual elements of article 31 §
2(a) and (b), appliers shall base their operations solely on the assumption
that the interpreted treaty provision and the context form a system in the
logical sense.124 Among the different arguments I advanced to support this
conclusion, one was the fact that the expectations placed on a treaty provision
are considerably higher when it is considered part of a linguistic system,
compared to when it is considered part of a system in the logical sense.125

If a treaty is to be considered part of two systems, of which the one is
linguistic and the other logical, then it stands to reason that the extension
of the former should be limited to include only part of the latter. As we
noted, the inherent line of limitation is formed by the text of the interpreted
treaty.126 This same argument should be valid also when appliers use the
contextual elements described in VCLT article 31 § 3. If, when they use the
contextual elements set out in article 31 § 2(a) and (b), appliers are not to
assume that the interpreted treaty provision and the context form a system in
the linguistic sense, nor should they assume so when they use the elements
described in article 31 § 3.

Further confirmation of this proposition is provided if we consider the
nature of the three classes of phenomena set out in article 31 § 3. Subpara-
graph (a) speaks of “any subsequent agreement between the parties regarding
the interpretation of the treaty or the application of its provisions”. As
observed, “agreement” refers to any legally binding agreement regardless
of form, including not only written agreements but also non-written ones.127

If a communicative standard governs the relationship held between an
interpreted treaty provision and a subsequent non-written agreement, then
obviously this relationship cannot be the one that holds between the expres-
sions used for these two accords. Subparagraph (b) speaks of “any subse-
quent practice in the application of the treaty which establishes agreement
between the parties regarding its interpretation”. A practice does not take
the form of a text. If a communicative standard governs the relationship
held between an interpreted treaty provision and a subsequent practice, then
obviously this relationship cannot be the one that holds between expressions
used for the treaty and those that appear in the practice. Subparagraph (c)
speaks of “relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations
between the parties”. “[R]ules of international law” means each and every
rule that springs from international agreements, from customary interna-
tional law, or from “the general principles of law recognized by civilized
nations”.128 Customary international law does not take the form of a text; nor
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do the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations. If a commu-
nicative standard governs the relationship held between an interpreted treaty
provision and a rule of international law, whatever its source, then clearly
this relationship cannot be the one that holds between the expressions used
for the interpreted treaty provision and the rule.129 All things considered, I
have difficulty arriving at any other conclusion than this: when an applier
interprets a treaty using a “subsequent agreement”, a “subsequent practice”,
or any one of the “relevant rules of international law”, it is solely on the
assumption that the interpreted treaty provision and the context form a
system in the logical sense.

The communicative standard assumed when an applier uses the “relevant
rules of international law” is easily established. According to an opinion
generally held in the literature, a treaty shall always be assumed compatible
with those other rules of international law that apply in the relation between
the parties, as long as the opposite has not been shown to be the case.130 See
for example O’Connell, who notes with regard to the provisions of VCLT
article 31 § 3(c):

The process of interpretation supposes that the parties contemplate a result not incompatible
with customary international law.131

Oppenheim’s International Law declares:

“[I]t is a rule of interpretation that a text emanating from a Government must, in principle,
be interpreted as producing and as intended to produce effects in accordance with existing
law and not in violation of it”.132

Let us also cite a passage from the records of the 770th meeting of the ILC:

Mr. de LUNA said that the text of a treaty was never drawn up in vacuo — In cases
where a treaty did not expressly say whether its provisions should be interpreted in a
manner derogating from or consistent with a rule of international law in force, the inter-
pretation should be in conformity with the rule in question, for States were presumed
to be under a duty to conform with international law, even were it was a case of jus
dispositivum.133

Hence, when appliers interpret a treaty using “relevant rules of international
law”, they do so on the basis of the communicative standard B:

If a state produces an utterance taking the form of a treaty provision, then the provision
should be drawn up so that it does not logically contradict the context.134

It seems obvious that this standard B should also be assumed when appliers
use a “subsequent agreement” or a “subsequent practice”; for the most
fundamental requirement placed on a logical system is that it be free of
logical contradiction. However, concentrating on the use of a “subsequent
agreement”, I wish to go one step further. Using a “subsequent agreement”,
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appliers also assume that the parties to the interpreted treaty have abided by
the communicative standard E:

If a state produces an utterance taking the form of a treaty provision, then the provision
should be drawn up in such a way that in the context there will be no instance of a logical
tautology.135

To support this proposition, I will offer one argument only, and that is
the opinion expressed in the legal literature. According to a view generally
held in the literature, we shall count as a “subsequent agreement between
the parties regarding the interpretation of the treaty or the application of
its provisions” certain legally binding interpretation agreements.136 When
such an agreement is used for the interpretation of a treaty, and this is done
based on the communicative assumption that the treaty and the agreement
do not logically contradict one another, the interpretation arrived at is an
authentic interpretation (Fr. un interprétation authentique).137

An authentic interpretation does not compete on equal terms with an inter-
pretation arrived at through an application of the rules laid down in the
Vienna Convention (or the identical rules of customary international law);
the authentic interpretation always takes precedence. After all, the rules of
interpretation laid down in the Vienna Convention are jus dispositivum –
they apply only on the condition, and to the extent, that the parties to a
treaty have not come to agree between themselves on something else.138

If we accept the suggestion that a legally binding interpretation agreement
can be used according to the provisions of VCLT article 31 § 3(a), then, as
a result, this usage must be based on some other communicative standard
than B. All things considered, the conclusion I draw is the following: when
appliers interpret a treaty using the contextual element described in article
31 § 3(a), they do so on the basis of not only standard B but also standard E.

7 CONCLUSIONS

According to VCLT article 31 § 1, a treaty shall be interpreted in good faith
“in agreement with the ordinary meaning given to the terms of the treaty
in their context and in the light of its object and purpose”. As a means of
interpretation, the context comprises an exceptionally wide range of data.
Therefore, to facilitate presentation, I have chosen to divide the concept
into three parts, each part being the subject of a separate chapter of this
work. The purpose of this chapter is to describe what it means to interpret
a treaty using the contextual elements described in VCLT article 31 § 3.
Based on the observations made in this chapter, the following four rules of
interpretation can be established:
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Rule no. 11
§ 1. If it can be shown that the interpretation of a treaty provision in
accordance with interpretation rule no. 1 leads to conflicting results, and that
subsequent to the conclusion of the treaty the parties made an agreement
regarding the interpretation of the treaty or the application of its provisions,
and the agreement – in light of the provision interpreted – in one of the
two possible ordinary meanings can be considered to involve a logical
contradiction, while in the other it cannot, then the latter meaning shall be
adopted.
§ 2. For the purpose of this rule, agreement means any agreement
governed by international law, whether written or not.
§ 3. For the purpose of this rule, an agreement was made subsequent to
the conclusion of a treaty, if (and only if) it was made after the point in
time when the interpreted treaty was established as definite.
§ 4. For the purpose of this rule, parties means any and all states for which
the treaty is in force at the time of interpretation.
§ 5. For the purpose of this rule, an agreement is one regarding the inter-
pretation of a treaty or the application of its provisions, if (and only if)
the agreement was made with the purpose of either clarifying the meaning
of said treaty, or of serving in some other manner as a guide for its
application.

Rule no. 12
§ 1. If it can be shown that the interpretation of a treaty provision in
accordance with interpretation rule no. 1 leads to conflicting results, and that
subsequent to the conclusion of the treaty the parties made an agreement
regarding the interpretation of the treaty or the application of its provisions,
and the agreement – in light of the provision interpreted – in one of the two
possible ordinary meanings can be considered to involve a logical tautology,
while in the other it cannot, then the latter meaning shall be adopted.
§ 2. For the purpose of this rule, agreement means any agreement
governed by international law, whether written or not.
§ 3. For the purpose of this rule, an agreement was made subsequent to
the conclusion of a treaty, if (and only if) it was made after the point in
time when the interpreted treaty was established as definite.
§ 4. For the purpose of this rule, parties means any and all states for which
the treaty is in force at the time of interpretation.
§ 5. For the purpose of this rule, an agreement is one regarding the
interpretation of a treaty or the application of its provisions, if (and only if)
the agreement was made with the purpose of either clarifying the meaning of
said treaty, or of serving in some other manner as a guide for its application.
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Rule no. 13
§ 1. If it can be shown that the interpretation of a treaty provision in
accordance with interpretation rule no. 1 leads to conflicting results, and
that subsequent to the conclusion of the treaty a practice has developed,
which can be said to establish the agreement of the parties regarding the
interpretation of said treaty, so that the practice – in light of the provision
interpreted – in one of the two possible ordinary meanings can be considered
to involve a logical contradiction, while in the other it cannot, then the latter
meaning shall be adopted.
§ 2. For the purpose of this rule, practice means any number of applica-
tions, one or many.
§ 3. For the purpose of this rule, the application of a treaty means any
and all measures based on the treaty.
§ 4. For the purpose of this rule, a practice is considered subsequent to
the conclusion of a treaty, if (and only if) it developed after the point in
time when the interpreted treaty was established as definite.
§ 5. For the purpose of this rule, parties means any and all states for which
the treaty is in force at the time of interpretation.
§ 6. For the purpose of this rule, agreement means not only the concor-
dance upon which the treaty was originally concluded, but also any possible
concordance arrived at after the conclusion of the treaty, excluding, however,
interpretative agreements governed by international law.
§ 7. For the purpose of this rule, a practice establishes agreement with
regard to the interpretation of a treaty, only on the condition that practice
agrees with the treaty, when interpreted in accordance with rule no. 1.

Rule no. 14
§ 1. If it can be shown that the interpretation of a treaty provision in
accordance with interpretation rule no. 1 leads to conflicting results, and that
a relevant rule of international law is applicable in the relationship between
the parties, and the rule – considered in light of the provision interpreted –
in one of the two possible ordinary meanings can be considered to involve
a logical contradiction, while in the other it cannot, then the latter meaning
shall be adopted.
§ 2. For the purpose of this rule, rule of international law means any
and all rules whose origin can be traced to a formal source of international
law.
§ 3. For the purpose of this rule, parties means any and all states for which
the treaty is in force at the time of interpretation.
§ 4. For the purpose of this rule, whether a rule of law is applicable or
not is determined based upon the legal state-of-affairs that prevailed at the
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time when the treaty was concluded, unless otherwise applies according to
§ 5.
§ 5. For the purpose of this rule, whether a rule of law is applicable or not
is determined based upon the legal state-of-affairs prevailing at the time of
interpretation, provided that it can be shown that what is being interpreted
is a generic referring expression with a referent assumed by the parties to
be alterable.
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USING THE OBJECT AND PURPOSE

It is the purpose of this chapter to describe what it means to interpret a
treaty using its object and purpose. “A treaty shall be interpreted in good
faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of
the treaty... in the light of its object and purpose” – this is provided in article
31 § 1.

Un traité doit être interprété de bonne foi suivant le sens ordinaire à attribuer aux termes du
traité ... à la lumière de son objet et de son but.

Un tratado deberá interpretarse de buena fe conforme al sentido corriente que haya de
atribuirse a los términos del tratado ... teniendo en cuenta su objeto y fin.

One thing is immediately evident from reading this text. When an applier
uses the object and purpose of a treaty in accordance with the provisions
of VCLT article 31, the object and purpose is not considered independently
of other means of interpretation. The object and purpose is always used in
relation to conventional language (“the ordinary meaning”). Seen from a
different perspective, we could say that when appliers use the object and
purpose of a treaty, it is always a second step in the interpretation process.1

The question has arisen whether or not a given complex of facts shall be
considered to come within the scope of application of the norm expressed
by a certain treaty provision P, and the provision P has been interpreted
using conventional language. However, this (very first) introductory act
of interpretation has been found insufficient. The ordinary meaning of the
treaty provision P is either vague or ambiguous – the use of conventional
language leads to conflicting results. Possibly, conventional language has a
role to play in the process of gaining understanding of the treaty, but then
it must be supplemented by additional means of interpretation. The idea
of using the object and purpose is that it will serve as such a supplement.
Where the ordinary meaning of a treaty provision is vague, using the object
and purpose will make the meaning of the provision more precise. Where
the ordinary meaning is ambiguous, using the object and purpose will help
to determine which one of two possible meanings is correct, and which one
is not. All this is evident from VCLT article 31 § 1.2 What the provision says
is not that the terms of a treaty shall be interpreted in the light of its object
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and purpose. What the provision says is that a treaty shall be interpreted
“in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the
treaty ... in the light of its object and purpose”. Hence, if we wish to give
a shorthand description of how the object and purpose of a treaty shall be
used, the description could look like this:

If it can be shown that the interpretation of a treaty provision in
accordance with interpretation rule no. 1 leads to conflicting results,
and that between the provision and the object and purpose of the treaty
there is a relationship governed by the communicative standard S, then
the provision shall be understood as if the relationship conformed to
this standard.

Two questions must be answered, in order for my task to be considered
completed:
(1) What is meant by “the object and purpose” of a treaty?
(2) What communicative standard or standards shall the parties to a treaty

be assumed to have followed, when an applier interprets the treaty using
its “object and purpose”?

I shall now give what I consider to be the correct answers to these questions.
In Sections 1–3, I shall begin by answering question (1). In Sections 4–5,
I shall then answer question (2).

1 ON THE MEANING OF “OBJECT AND PURPOSE” IN GENERAL

In VCLT article 31 § 1, “the object and purpose” of a treaty means those
reasons for which the treaty exists – sometimes termed as the ratio legis
or the treaty’s raison d’être.3 As with all things, the object and purpose of
a treaty is in essence subjective. If we say of a thing that it has a certain
object or a certain purpose, then it is only because someone, according to
what we assume, confers on the thing this very object or purpose. Of course,
different people may confer different objects and purposes on a thing. For
some, a bottle of wine can be a means of intoxication; others may consider
the wine an accompanying drink to a meal; still others may view it as a
collector’s item and an investment. The question is what concept or human
idea we assume, when in Vienna Convention article 31 we speak of “the
object and purpose” of a treaty.

At this juncture it may be useful to consider international law from the
perspective of national legal doctrine. Sometimes, the interpretation of a
treaty using its object and purpose is referred to by the term teleological

interpretation.4 In certain national legal systems, jurisprudence distin-
guishes between two types of teleological interpretation, termed as subjective
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and objective.5 According to this terminology, interpretation is subjective

teleological when a law is interpreted based on the objects and purposes
presumedly conferred on the law by the original “lawmaker”. If, on the other
hand, the law is dissociated from its authors, and instead the applier ventures
to interpret it based on the objects and purposes presumedly assigned to
the law by the legal community – given the laws of the nation at large –
or by people in general, then interpretation is objective teleological.6

This division into subjective and objective teleological interpretation has no
counterpart in international law. Here, teleological interpretation is merely
subjective. It is a view generally held in the literature that when appliers
interpret a treaty using its object and purpose, it is always based on those
objects and purposes assumedly conferred on the treaty by the treaty parties.7

Considering the ultimate goal of all treaty interpretation, I really have diffi-
culty seeing how an act of objective teleological interpretation would at
all be possible. When an applier interprets a treaty using its object and
purpose, it is to determine the legally correct meaning of that treaty.8 The
legally correct meaning of a treaty has been defined earlier as follows:
those pieces of information conveyed by the treaty with regard to its norm
content, according to the intentions of the treaty parties – all those states, for
which the treaty is in force – insofar as these intentions can be considered
mutually held.9 Given this, “the object and purpose” of a treaty can hardly
be anything other than the object and purpose, which the parties to the treaty
intended it to have – or rather, more specifically, mutually intended it to
have.

So, the ultimately determining factor for what shall be considered the
content of the object and purpose of a treaty would, as things stand, be the
intentions of the treaty parties. To determine the object and purpose of a
treaty it is evident that a separate process of interpretation might sometimes
be needed.10 In some cases, the intentions of the parties to a treaty with
regard to its object and purpose are bound to be considered unclear. Some
authors, however, wish to go a step further. For instance, according to
professors Bos and Sur, the object and purpose of a treaty is something that
always must be determined through an interpretation process – before the
object and purpose of a treaty has been determined through interpretation, the
treaty cannot possibly be subjected to an act of interpretation using its object
and purpose.11 By making this assertion, the authors (quite understandably)
slip up in their thinking. The flaw of their argument is that they do not
distinguish between the object and purpose of a treaty in relation to a specific
interpretation alternative (that is to say, a specific norm) on the one hand,
and on the other hand the object and purpose of a treaty in relation to that
treaty’s norm content in extenso.
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When appliers determine the object and purpose of a treaty, it is only in
relation to a specific interpretation alternative. What the applier wants to know
is whether she can arguably assert about two specific interpretation alterna-
tives – of which neither, from the point of view of conventional language, and
that language only, can be considered more correct than the other – that only
one is correct from the point of view of the object and purpose of the interpreted
treaty. Of course, professors Bos and Sur are right in the sense that sometimes,
a relatively high degree of clarity must be obtained with regard to the object
and purpose of a treaty vis-à-vis that treaty’s norm content in extenso, before
the object and purpose of the treaty can be determined vis-à-vis the given inter-
pretation alternatives; and, of course, they are right in the sense that achieving
this clarity often requires a separate process of interpretation. This typically
ought to be the case when the applier has to choose between two interpretation
alternatives, both of which lead to a realisation of the object and purpose, but
one of them does so to a greater degree than the other. But the two professors
are clearly wrong, when they assert that determining the object and purpose of a
treaty vis-à-vis two given interpretation alternatives always requires a separate
process of interpretation. An applier may be somewhat unclear about the object
and purpose of a treaty vis-à-vis its norm content in extenso. But at the same
time, she can be completely clear about the object and purpose of the treaty
vis-à-vis the two interpretation alternatives she is to consider. For example,
often one does not need to know much about the object and purpose of a treaty
vis-à-vis its norm content in extenso, to observe that a specific interpretation
alternative leads to a result that does not agree with the object and purpose.

An important distinction to be made is that between “the object and
purpose” of a treaty on the one hand, and on the other hand those reasons
that are the cause (Fr. motif) for the treaty.12 By the “object and purpose”
of a treaty – as stated earlier – we understand the reasons for which the
interpreted treaty exists. Of course, this definition is ambiguous in the sense
that we cannot directly determine from its wording whether by “reasons”
we mean the state-of-affairs, which the parties expect either shall or should
be the consequence of their agreement, or the state-of-affairs of which,
assumedly, the agreement itself is a consequence. The former state-of-affairs
is non-factual; it belongs to the time subsequent to the establishing of the
treaty as definite.13 With the terminology of the Vienna Convention this
is what we would usually call the “object and purpose” of a treaty. As
an example, we could say that the object and purpose of the European
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
is to defend and uphold the ideal of a democratic society.14 The latter state-
of-affairs is factual; it belongs to the time prior to the establishing of the
treaty as definite.15 This is what we call the cause for a treaty. Accordingly,


